Friday

8:45 - 9:00 Welcome
9:00 - 10:30

Session 1 Auditorium
Pseudogapping does not involve heavy shift
Michael Fetters, U. Maryland
Aaron Steven White, Johns Hopkins

Ellipsis or pro-form–Reconstruction effects of sluicing in Mandarin Chinese
Wei Song, Northwestern
Masaya Yoshida, Northwestern

On argument ellipsis and clitic doubling
Zeljko Boskovic, U. Connecticut

Session 2 Conference Room
Semantic and pragmatic effects of agreement
Alan Bale, Concordia

Subjectivity Evaluation in Standard Setting: A Study on Mandarin Hen
Huilin Fang, USC

A Syntactic Analysis of Rhetorical Questions
Asier Alcazar, MU

10:30 - 10:45 Break
10:45 - 12:15

Session 3 Auditorium
Defective Intervention defended: adverbs and experiencers in Romance
Carolina Petersen, U. Maryland
Mihaela Marchis Moreno, CLUNL, Universidade Nova de Lisboa

_On the DP/NP status of nominal projections in Bangla: consequences for the theory of phases_
Andrew Simpson, USC
Saurov Syed, USC

_A Probe-Goal Approach to Antiagreement and A′-opacity_
Kunio Kinjo, Rutgers

**Session 4 Conference Room**

_Testing the QUD approach: Children’s comprehension of scopally ambiguous questions_
Federica Di Bacco, Ulster University
Lyn Tieu, École Normale Supérieure
Vincenzo Moscati, Università degli studi di Siena
Raffaella Folli, Ulster University
Christina Sevdali, Ulster University
Jacopo Romoli, Ulster University

_Modal scope in negative inversion constructions_
Naomi Francis, MIT

_The Syntax of Focus Association in German/Dutch: Evidence from Scope Reconstruction_
Liz Smeets, McGill
Michael Wagner, McGill

12:15 - 2:00 **Lunch**
2:00 - 3:00 **Invited Talk Auditorium**
Samuel Epstein
3:00 - 4:00 **Poster Session 1**
4:00 - 5:30 **Session 5 Auditorium**
_What Semantically Motivated Agreement Tells us about Agree_
Peter Smith, Goethe-Universität, Frankfurt
Roots in Adpositional Domains: Reasons to Include a Little p Categorial Head
Robert Deacon, Nagoya University

Feature sharing and locality of Germanic fake indexicals—Against binding by verbal heads
Susi Wurmbrand, U. Connecticut

Session 6 Conference Room
Inverse marking as impoverishment
Will Oxford, U. Manitoba

Deriving Inverse-Marking Patterns in Nishnaabemwin
Sigwan Thivierge, Concordia

Multiple and Cyclic Agree: Person/number marking in Cheyenne
Miloje Despić, Cornell
Michael Hamilton, Cornell
Sarah Murray, Cornell

Saturday
9:00 - 10:30

Session 7 Auditorium
The licensing head X⁰[E]: Can it be deleted? If so, why and how?
Jon Wonsuk, University of the Basque Country

Effects of Telicity and Agentivity on Floating Numeral Quantifiers as an Unaccusative Diagnostic
Shin Fukuda, U. Hawaii

The “Have Yet To” Construction: A Micro-Comparative Account
Matthew Tyler, Yale
Jim Wood, Yale

Session 8 Conference Room
Incomplete Neutralization and the (A)symmetry of Paradigm Uniformity
Abby Kaplan, U of U
A linguistic study using social media: Phonotactically-driven rendaku in surnames
Yu Tanaka, UCLA

Interactions between proximity and similarity in dissimilation: Swedish case study
Hayeun Jang, USC

10:30 - 10:45 Break
10:45 - 12:15 Poster Session 2
12:15 - 2:00 Lunch
2:00 - 3:00
Invited Talk Auditorium
Colin Phillips
3:00 - 4:00 Poster Session 3
4:00 - 5:30
Session 9 Auditorium
The locality of dependent case
Ethan Poole, UMass

Between YOU and ME: Two generalizations on person restrictions and what they show us
Adrian Stegovec, U. Connecticut

Syntactic ergativity as case discrimination
Amy Rose Deal, Berkeley

Session 10 Conference Room
Deriving Free-choice, Specificity and Ignorance with ‘Q-particles’ in Sinhala
Tharanga Weerasooriya, University of Ottawa

The Semantic Contribution of Idiosyncratic Roots in Ditransitive Verbs
John Beavers, UT Austin
Andrew Koontz-Garboden, University of Manchester

Expletive negation is an exponent of only
Daniel Margulis, MIT
6:00 - ???? Dinner @ The Leonardo

Sunday

9:00 - 10:00
Invited Talk Auditorium
Rachel Walker

10:00 - 10:15 Break

10:15 - 11:45
Session 11 Auditorium
Coordinated Multiple Wh-Question and its Reverse
Yasuyuki Fukutomi, Fukushima University

What long-distance wh-questions presuppose
Alexander Podobryaev, unaffl.

Indirect Evidentials and TAM: more arguments for the sentience domain projection
Monica Alexandrina Irimia

Session 12 Conference Room
Loanword Adaptation in Québec French: Evidence for Weighted Scalar Constraints
Brian Hsu, USC
Karen Jesney, USC

An Analysis of Tohono O’odham Plural Replication in Harmonic Serialism
Skye Anderson, U. Arizona
Ryan Walter Smith, U. Arizona

The interaction of stress and syllabification: parallel or serial?
Arto Anttila, Stanford
Naomi Shapiro, Stanford
Poster Presentations

Note: Numbers following title names indicate the number of the easel that the poster will be presented at.

Poster Session 1 Friday: 3:00 - 4:00

Raising Awareness with Imperatives (10)
Phil Crone, Stanford

Local interactions in the prosodic structure of Ndebele verbs (3)
Joanna Pietraszko, U Chicago

Palauan DOM is a licensing phenomenon (5)
Theodore Levin, U. Maryland

A Closer Look: Investigating the mechanisms of syntactic satiation (1)
Monica Do, USC & Elsi Kaiser, USC

Epistemics under attitudes (2)
Michela Ippolito, U. Toronto

Imperatives Under Discussion (4)
Ezra Keshet, U. Michigan & David Medeiros, Cal State Northridge

Partial Cyclicity and Restrictions on Neg-Raising (14)
Frank Staniszewski, UCLA

Shenme as a Kind Classifier (6)
Zhao Chen, CUNY

Taking about initial stages of events: the Atayal unmarked predicates (8)
Sihwei Chen, UBC

Preverbal number phrases in Mandarin and the scalar reasoning of jiu (16)
Cheng-Yu Edwin Tsai, Harvard

A Constraint on Double Negation (13)
Karen De Clercq, Ghent & Guido Vanden Wyngaerd, KU Leuven

Complex Predication via Phrasal Adjunction to a Head Category (11)
Yagmur Sag, Rutgers

Pair-Merge and Feature-Valuation via Minimal Search: Evidence from Icelandic (9)
Masashi Nomura, Chukyo
Russian -sja as a middle voice suffix (7)
David Basilico, U. Alabama Birmingham

The standard marker in Malayalam encodes comparative semantics (12)
Mythili Menon, USC

Agents and causers as (in-)direct causers (15)
Alfredo Garcia-Pardo, USC

Poster Session 2 Saturday: 10:45 - 12:15

Low phrase accent as the prosodic realization of focus in Georgian (7)
Lena Borise, Harvard

A Corpus-Based Study of Phonological Variation: Domain of OCP, and Morphological Boundary (3)
Shin-ichiro Sano, Keio University

The Morpho-Syntax of Hawaiian Valency Morphology (4)
David Medeiros, Cal State Northridge

A compositional semantics for Turkish correlatives and its implications (10)
Omer Demirok, MIT

Voice mismatches in non-finite contexts: the morphosyntax of deponent participles (6)
Laura Grestenberger, Concordia

Taraldsen’s Generalisation in Medieval French (8)
Alexandra Simonenko, Labex EFL; Benoit Crabbé, ALPAGE & Sophie Prévost

Major Phrases are Binary: Evidence from Mandarin Flat Structure (5)
Shu-hao Shih, Rutgers

Pure Markedness Effects in Memory for Nonnative Clusters (1)
Mackenzie Young, Johns Hopkins & Colin Wilson, Johns Hopkins

Experiencers do not categorically block long-distance control of PRO (17)
Alexandra Motut, U. Toronto & Margaret Grant, U. Toronto

Exclusive and non-exclusive ONLY in Chinese and English (14)
Mingming Liu, Rutgers

Agreement and Anaphora in the context of Imposters (16)
Faruk Akkus, Yale
Split Perspectivization in Mixed-expressives: Hebrew alul (18)
Batia Snir, U. Michigan

Some QPs, but not all, interact with prosody (2)
Chorong Kang, USC

An Asymmetry between Multi-Valued Ns and Ts (9)
Zheng Shen, U. Connecticut

Derivational account of dependent ergative Case: The instrumental voice in Ixil (11)
Yusuke Imanishi, Kwansei Gakuin U.

Perspective on Korean anaphors: inanimate cachey vs. animate cakicasin (13)
Dorothy Ahn, Harvard & Isabelle Charnavel, Harvard

Some properties of Basque vocative clitics (15)
Bill Haddican, CUNY-Queens College

Poster Session 3 Saturday: 3:00 - 4:00

An Applicative Approach to Major Object Constructions in East Asian languages (11)
Daiho Kitaoka, U. Ottawa

Reanalysis of Lithuanian reflexive -si-: the DM approach (5)
Milena Sereikaite, U. Pennsylvania

Phonological Learning Bias in Tone Retention Patterns (1)
Sophia Kao, Stony Brook

More Arguments against Japanese as a Mora Language (3)
Koichi Tateishi, Kobe College

Processing aspectual mismatches in Polish. Evidence from ERP experiments. (2)
Dorota Klimek-Jankowska, U. Wrocław & Joanna Blaszczak, U. Wrocław

The trace of categorical structure in gradient judgments (9)
Aaron Steven White, Johns Hopkins & Jon Sprouse, U. Connecticut

Bound tense in Relative Clauses: evidence from VP-ellipsis (4)
Sam Alxatib, CUNY & Yael Sharvit, UCLA

Few and fewer (6)
Linmin Zhang, NYU & Jia Ling, NYU

Nouns Attributively Modifying Adjectives in English (8)
Charlie O’Hara, USC
Repetitives and Affectedness (10)
Aniko Csirmaz, U of U & Benjamin Slade, U of U

States and events in the semantics of stage-level predications (12)
Alexis Wellwood, Northwestern

Degree Achievement as dual-level comparatives (18)
Chorong Kang, USC & Maria Luisa Zubizarreta, USC

Change of State Verbs and the Semantics of Roots (20)
John Beavers, UT Austin & Andrew Koontz-Garboden, Manchester

Changing Paths in Directed Manner of Motion Constructions (13)
Alison Biggs, U. Pennsylvania; Oxford

Head-splitting in the Wolof clausal periphery (15)
Martina Martinović, Universität Leipzig

Reciprocal Verbal Compounds and Null Reciprocals in Japanese (17)
Yuta Tatsumi, U. Connecticut

Propositional how questions and negation(14)
Marjorie Pak, Emory

German Relative Clauses and the Severed Index Hypothesis (16)
Emily Hanink, U. Chicago
Julian Grove, U. Chicago